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 Conclusions & Future Work

What do the NLG models generated narratives look like? 

● Explore control of other narratological variables 
such as focus [key character], narrator person.

● Bridge the gap between NLG models and Human. 
  

Code+Data: https://tinyurl.com/yyhz4ehe  

● Devise a plot preservation metric for auto
evaluation using event-event temporal and 
causal subgraphs.    

               Example from  RAMS [Image from Ebner et al]

             Classifier Uncertainty Based Approaches
MSP:          𝜂(x) = 1 - maxy P^(y|x)
Residual probability after removing max outcome
This works better with increased temperature (𝜏= 1000)

Why RAMS over other datasets ? 
a) Significant fraction of Cross-Sentence args (~20%)  
b) Diverse Mix of Roles with Sufficient Example #
c) We’ll focus on the 15 most frequent roles - 
Instrument, Target, Attacker, Giver, Beneficiary, 
Origin, Place etc

● What’s the “human ratings” 
used here?

- How interesting is it vs 
original story?

- Rate 1-5 → 3=equivalent

- Both Human & BART-* / T5-* 
models generate interesting 
stories than original.

Notion of Narrative:  How a story is told/presented in the text → Studied since times of the Poetics 
Narrator Dependent! →  Many elements to vary → Character Focus, Omniscience, Narrative Order → 1 Story, 
many narratives! → That’s how we end up with 4 Gospels, 300 Ramayanas, and many Bibles ..                
Element We Focus On : Narrative Order → In what order are the story events presented in the text?
Story Order: Order in which events actually happened in the story → For linear narratives, equals narrative order
NAREOR: Given a story written in linear narrative order; reorder rewrite it to match a given, target narrative order
while ensuring   A) Plot Preservation B) Clear and Coherent Reader Interpretation
Our contributions: 1) No prior data → Collect NAREORC from 1500 ROCStories 2) What kind of rewrites do humans 
do? 3) How to finetune SOTA pretrained NLG models e.g BART? 4) How well do they do? Where do they fall short?

How do we adapt SOTA NLG models for the task?

Formulation: Learn 𝜂(x) i.e “OOD-ness” of x → Tune threshold 𝜂(x) > 𝛂 on validation set → Use 𝜂(x) > 𝛂 to      
                     detect OOD examples at test time

Evaluation Measures
  FPR@95%TPR ↓: Given that 95% of OOD examples are 
  classified as such, what fraction of the predicted OOD  
  points are ID . Lower this measure↓ , better the 𝜂(x) ↑
  AUROC ↑: Area under ROC Curve. Higher ↑ 𝜂(x) ↑
  AUPR ↑ : Area under Precision Recall Curve. Higher ↑ 𝜂(x) ↑

Contribution #3: Using Likelihood Ratios
Normalizing with LB from a “background model” B 
makes likelihoods better at OOD Detection for DNA 
sequences. (Ren et al, 2019)
 Sentences are also discrete sequences like DNA!
 
But, why does it help? 
Intuition: Reduces influence of first-order statistics
 For DNA: G/C ratio For Language: Frequent Words
Lgen+B: 𝜂(x) =  - log(Lgen(x) / LB(x)) 
 

 +ves of SCARCE augmentation for both SINGLE (1 Ref) and MULTI (4 Ref) settings

  Datasets Used for Evaluation
● ROSTD
● SNIPS: 25% of the ID classes 

are heldout as OOD
● ROSTD (Coarse): Since ROSTD 

has hierarchical labels 
(alarm/set_alarm), we try a 
setting with just topmost level 

The Denoise approach
● Reorder input naively as per 

target narrative order
● Model has to learn in-place 

edits to ensure coherence 
and plot preservation.

● Unsupervised Training: 
Reconstruct original stories 
from randomly reordered 
+noised versions* 

● Supervised Training: 
Construct reference target 
narrative from noised original 
story

● Noise with delete + insert

Eliciting reactions from 

Defining Accuracy
Arguments can be spans, not just single tokens → 
Credit as long as predicted token â lies inside span

 

 e,r = event and role tuple ; ar,e = Gold arg            
 ar,e

beg = Span begin          ; ar,e
end = Span end 

      

 

Method, as in (Clark et al ‘19)

       →  As per head {h,l}, how 
important word i “thinks” word j 
is for computing its next reprn.      

Our Qn: |H| x |L| heads → |H| x 
|L| distributions. Do any 
correlate to roles? i.e Given i = 
trigger, max j = arg for that role.

Setup
BERT → Transformer 
with 12 ayers, 12 “heads” 
/ layer.

head → Self-Attn Unit 
with Q, K and V

We refer to the tuple                                    
                         as “attent 
ion head” or “head”

  

How do humans rewrite narratives?

Component #1:COMMONSENSE 
Use Commonsense KB  to elicit many 
plausible reactions | dialog history → 
We use COMET   

Why COMET? GPT-2 model trained 
on static KB edges → Can robustly 
handle arbitrary language queries → 
No coverage / vocab mismatch 
issues 

Component #2: RETRIEVAL 
Retrieve from dialog corpus 
 →  Find similar Past + Future 
contexts. → Get responses →  
How Future? Since we’re evaluating 
here, we’re free to use future 
utterances as well !

                                       Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02833

Qualitative Examples with Narratives by the Different Models

A Typical Casual 
Conversation

         Even then, many valid responses → 
         Sadly, most get 0/ no credit on BLEU →         
         Missing refs!

         
    What if we could auto-augment the reference set? Can we do  it               
    using existing knowledge sources alone ?

Similar types of conversation can be present 
in-corpus → BM-25 based retrieval based on 
Past + Future context

Adapt to Context → But How? → 
Gradient Ascent-based Unsupervised Decoding 

based on pretrained GPT-2 Likelihood
[ Proposed by Lianhui Qin et al, EMNLP ‘20]

How does narrative reordering and 
rewriting change the reader’s experience?

1. Readers make different intermediate 
inferences !

2. This can now alter the interestingness 
and suspense experienced … 

In what ways does the original narrative need 
rewriting for correct interpretation & a 
preserved plot?

Evaluating NAREOR

1. Do generated stories 
actually stick to the Target 
Narrative Order?
a. Target Order Fidelity 

Metrics → Check against 
aligned original sentences, 
as per 𝜫i’.

b. Only a sanity check metric 
→ Gameable by “no edits”

2. Fluency:  Use a LM to score, 
removing unigram frequency 
effects ()

3. Reference Matching: BLEU, 
METEOR, BERTScore

4. Plot Preservation: in part by 3 
, but fully automatic metric an 
open challenge

The Reorder approach
● Postfix tags sequence 

indicating target narrative 
order

● Assign <X1>, <X2> … to 
mentions, add a portion of 
input with a list of their 
named mention text

● Unsupervised Training: 
Given naively reordered 
story, 𝜫i’

-1  as target narrative, 
rebuild original

● Supervised Training: Build 
reference ← input

Automatic & Human Eval
● Denoise variants > 

Reorder on auto
● T5-reorder does the best 

overall on human, but 
BART-denoise best for 
preserving plot

● BART, T5 >> 
GPT2,stemming from 
reasons discussed below

Human Evaluation Results

Automatic Evaluation Results

Human Study I Human Study II

1. All models able to resolve the two “he”s correctly to their named mention as the sentence moves 
to first position → He told him that he was lost to Jimmy told a/the policeman that he was lost

2. BART-d adept at tense changes → Introduces “had come”, “had been”
3. Hallucinations a concern → BART-r dreams up “his wallet”, T5-r dreams up “if he had a soda”. 

This alters the underlying plot

1. GPT2-* more aggressive with rewriting than T5-* and BART-* - but hallucinates (the bird liked Fred, 
and then did not like him) & misattributes roles (Fred woke up the bird for work) considerably more

2. T5-d: enjoyed → had enjoyed ✔ , Timex “After a while” to beginning of last output sentence ✔ 

Appln I: How Interesting 
are the Generated Stories?

Method Interest

Human 3.75

BART-d 3.37

BART-r 3.48

T5-d 3.53

T5-r 3.30

Appln II:Can generated 
stories act as challenge sets 
for temporal tasks?
Yes! For sentence ordering, sharp 
hits to performance on them


